fly outside cage

By

parviz hatemi
1. EXT. EARLY MORNING AT THE BEACH.

ROSE

Rose: walked on the beach wearing a white dress, looking for something.

She saw a man in white clothes coming towards her and he was picking up something and throwing it back in the ocean.

ROSE

walked towards him.

Excuse me? did you found something? because I lost my keys last night.

MAN IN WHITE

LOOK AT HER, SMILED.

Its you! I knew you would be coming back. I saw you yesterday when he

2. EXT. DAY TIME FLASH BACK WHEN ROSE BOYFRIEND WAS LEAVING.

was leaving you, I was there, when you had tears in your eyes. You lost your keys of LOVE because of LOVE, every thing you see is about Love, I like being here, to show the way you need to be. I have your keys, but first let me clean the path way so no one steps on the shells and throw them back into the ocean I gave them second chances. Beside that they are very sharp and some people step on them when there in the wrong places and they hurt themselves.

3. EXT. DAY TIME OUT SIDE BE SIDE BEACH, "FLASH BACK", WHEN ROSE WAS WITH HER BOYFRIEND FIGHTING. FROM LONG DISTANCE SHOOT, SHOWING SHE IS LOSING THE KEYS.

Rose: but how did you see me? no one was there it was only us, now your

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
freaking me out, but If you don’t mind I would like to help you.

Rose: picked up one and throw it back into the ocean.
   (when Rose was looked up for man he wasn’t there)

Rose: Looked left and right she was wondering what happened to him!
   (then she)

   (one week later)

cont.  Rose: (walked and picked up those shells and throw them back into the ocean.

   (Rose: was tied after the few hours)

Rose: stopped for moment looked around and made one step without looking and cut herself with the shells, she is sitting down.
   (There was girl she was lying down on the beach, she saw what happened to rose, she walked toward the rose)

Emma: walked towards Rose, put her hand on top of the Rose shoulder, Are you alright? did you hurt yourself?

   ROSE
   I think so, I step on a shell.

   EMMA
   Let me have look at it, yes you did cut yourself! come with me let me clean it up for you, give me your hand.

They walked together, Emma held Rose hand.

Rose: sitting down.

Emma: Cleaning Rose’s feet. Look, I think you need a bandage, I live just around the corner come to my place I fix it for you, by the way my name is Emma, what is your name?

   ROSE
   Hi, my name is Rose, nice to meet you, thank you for your help, you sure its OK?
EMMA

yes I’m sure, don’t be shy, give me your hand.

they walked to Emma’s house.

4. INT. EMMA LIVING ROOM. DAY TIME.

Emma: Opened the door.

come on in, I will be back in second.

Rose: walked inside the house sitting down on the sofa.

Emma: came back with the first aid, putting the bandage on her feet.

ROSE

Thank you Emma are you a nurse?

Emma: smiled at Rose.

No I’m not a nurse, but I’m physiotherapist.

ROSE

That’s great, I have back problem and my shoulder is not good at all.

EMMA

If you like I can massage it for you? after I’m finish.

ROSE

I’m not sure.

EMMA

Would you like a drink?

ROSE

yes please.

(they are drinking)

EMMA

I was watching you, when you were picking something and throwing it back into the ocean. what was that?

ROSE

It was nothing, only shells, last week I came here with my boy friend for walk after he dump me I lost my keys I was looking for them, I saw

(MORE)

(Continued)
ROSE (cont’d)
the man he was in white clothes he was walking towards me and picking up shells and throwing them back to the ocean, I asked him what you doing? he replied by saying his giving the shells a second chance in life.

beside that some people step on them in the wrong places and they hurt themselves because that they are very sharp. Then he told me he like’s my dress.

since that time I wore the same clothes every day, coming here early morning for my usual walk and I did the same as he did. And today I wasn’t focusing that’s why I hurt myself.

They are drinking.

EMMA
That was interesting, let me have look at your shoulder.

Emma: massaged the Rose, slowly taking Rose’s cloth off and pull her toward herself and touch her chest and kiss her back.

ROSE
was very tempting and she’s was enjoying it.

(after Emma she used the Rose)

EMMA
Let me take you to the beach maybe you can find your keys.

Rose: Is still drunk

5. EXT. DAY TIME AT THE BEACH.

Emma: left the Rose beside the beach.

Rose: woke up, opened her eyes and looked around, she felt guilt in herself, she opened her bag pulled out the mirror cont:
6. EXT. DAY TIME  FLASH BACK, WHEN MAN SAID, SOME PEOPLE STEP INTO WRONG PLACES)

looked at herself, she looked very "MESSY" then she fixed her hair and stood up, walked beside the beach and picked up shells and threw them back into the ocean. (when she was picking up the shells then she saw someone's feet. "looked up saw the man in white" "Then Rose: Look down."

Man in white: opened his hand he had shells in his hand and gave it to her.

   This way, just follow me we walked together. when you lose someone doesn't mean you have to lose your hope.

"He turned around started walking'

Rose: followed him and threw the shells back into the ocean one by one.

He was picking up the shells on the way.

they walked together.

Rose: look down, and found a bottle there was a paper inside.

Rose: open the lid, pulled out the paper and was reading the note.

(ALWAYS FLY OUTSIDE CAGE)

7. EXT. DAY TIME BESIDE BEACH, HER BOY FRIEND CALLING HER

Rose’s boyfriend: Called her name out then he was shaking her.

Are you okay? are you sleeping?

Rose: opened her eyes, like she couldn’t believe she is seeing him!

Rose: looked left and right and then glanced at her boyfriend I’m glad you’re here, hug him.

you don’t believe I just had a amazing dream, I dreamed that I saw a man in white picking up shells.

"Rose boyfriend": wow wow stop what your saying? You dream about him? I just saw him he gave me this keys to give it to you.

He gave keys to Rose.

(CONTINUED)
Rose: then it wasn't a dream but how! but I cut myself.

Rose: look at her feet to see the cut, but there wasn't any cut.

Rose: look at sand next to her, (she saw there is writing on sand)

""" FLY OUTSIDE CAGE""".

THE END